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A VAR IANT OF KARMARKAR ALGORITHM FOR LP PROBLEMS 
MAKING USE OF SENS ITIVITY ANALYS I S 

ANDRZEJ STACHURSKI 1 

Systems Research Inst i tute. Polish Academy of Sciences 
: Newelska 6, 01-447 Warszawa, Poland 

ABSTRACT 

The aim of this paper is to present a modified version of 
Karmarkar algorithm for solving linear programming problems. The 
recently developed Karmarkar algorithm possesses an interesting 
property of polynomial dependence of the number of arithmetic 
operations on the size n of the problem . 

It is commonly known that the solution cost in Karmarkar method 

is dominated by calculation of the projection of the vector -DTc 
onto the linear subspace ADy=O, where D is a scaling · matrix 
(with the off-diagonal entries equal to O) and A is the 
rec'tangul ar matrix o f some subset of 1 inear cons traints (having 
the form Ax~OJ . 

. Our main idea is to obtain an approximate solution to the 
proj ection problem by taking the first order Taylor expansión 
formula and ap plying the sens i t ivity analysie results to the QP 
problem. which is equivalent to finding the projection to get the 
first order derivativee . 

Ke y Words: linear programming, Kannarkar męthod, sensitivity 
ana lysis. 

1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

Since the deve lopment of the polynomial time al gorithm by N. 

Karmarkar ( 1984) ther e i s cons i derab le i nteres t in its 

app licat ions and in developing strategies for modifying i ts ru l es 

in order .to achieve greater computational efficiency . It is an 

interior point barrier •algorithm . The problem considered by 

Karmarkar has the following form: 

min T 
C X, 

subject to 
Ax-o . 

1Sponsored by the Research Program RFBR/RP . I .02.2.5 

(1) 

(2) 



T e :x-n , 

~o. 
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(3) 

(4) 

where A i s an ll)cn matrix, x and c colwnn n-vectors . e - the 

* n-vector of al 1 ones. and where it is assum.ed that at x , the 

solution to (1) , cTx*-o. We fol low the suggestion of Shanno ·and 

Marsten (1985) in using eTx-n instead of ~Tx-1 ·as in Karmarkar's 

original (1984) formulation. We will omit here the discussion of 

the transformation of a standard linear programning problem to the 

~orm ( 1-4) def ined above . This is not essential to our 

presentatión and can be found. for instance. in the papers of 

Shanno (1987) and Tomlin (1987). We ~hall also assum.e that we have 

an initial feasible point x0 >o. 

2. TiiE KARMARKAR ~LGORITHM 

Since some farni liarity with the Karmarkar ' s paper (1984) i s 

important, we will now briefly sumrnarize the projective algorithm. 

. o o . o 
Under the above assumptions let _D~d1ag(x1 , x 2 , •• . , xn) 

a projective transformation and its ińve~se defined by: 

-1 
ysn• D X 

T -1 
e D X 

1; . Dy 
x•n·-r:

e Dy 

and emp!oy 

(5 ) 

The projective transformation transforms problem (1-4) into a 

fractional program on a simp lex in the s pace o f y variabl es : 

subj ect to : 

. cTDy 
m1n -ir;:

e Dy 
(6 ) 

(7) 

(8) 
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y:!:O. (9) 

Let us observe that fr001 the definition of D, the point x0 in 

x-space is mapped onto the point eT-(1,'1, ... ,1). The generał idea 

now is· to neglect the denominator in the objective function. It 

can be shown that problem (6-9) is equivalent to the following 

linear programning problem 

subject to: 

min v(y)•;-ry, 

Ay•O, 

T e y-n, 

y:!::O. 
* * 

( 10) .· 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

where c-Dc. A•AD. Consequently v •v(y ).•O. A "large" improving 

step for the problem (9-12) is taken away from the center of the 

simplex S-{yeRn; eTy-n, y~O} to the new point iny-space. This 

new point is transformed back to the x-space and the result is 

evaluated. 

More specifically, the algorithm generates a sequence of points 
O 1 k O . x .x, .. .. ,:x. where xj>O (J-1.2 .. . .• n) as follows: 

1. Define D-diag(~.~ •...• { > and 

B - [ ~ ] · 
(14) 

2. Compute 

(.15) 

i. e.. project the steepeet descent direction for problem (9-12) 

into the null space of its constraint matrix B. 
3. Normal ize and scale it by the radius of the largest 

sphere, which can be inscribed into the simplex S to generate 

the direction vector 
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CP 
P---~,:;;:=:;;; 

H cph'n (n-U' 
(16) 

4. Take a descent step of length a in the direction p to get a 

new feasible point for (10-13): 

y'•e--ap. (17) 

5. Calculate 

transformation 

k+l 
X as the image of the. inverse projective 

k+l 
X • 

Dy' 
eT])y' 

(18) 

If the new point satisfies the tennination criterion then STOP. 

Otherwise, set k:•k+l and go to Step 1. 

It is stressed by many authors that the majority of the work at 

each iteration is carried out in Step 2. This step ensures the 

. feasibility of the new point; 

3. CALCULATE TiłE PROJECTIONS CHEAPLY 

It is conmonly known that the solution cost is dominated by 

calculation of the projection in Step· 2_., The matrix B changes 

from one iteration to anoq)~r ,in a very unpleasant way. Therefore 

it is difficult to. update at a low cost any factorization · of the 

matrix BBT. From the very beginning of the development of the 

Karmarkar method, many authors have tried to overcome this 

difficulty (see, for .insta.nce Dennis. Morshedi and Turner (1987). 

Goldfarb and Mehrotha (1988a, 1988b). Shanno (1988), Todd (1988)). 

In this paper we present a new , different approach. The key 
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observation for our considerations is. that if the subsequent 

approximating pointe and 1 · x (with l>k) do not differ 

substantial ly. ; then one -can · use the Taylor expansion formula at 

point to· ·calculate an approximate projection at point 

instead of the exact one defined by formula (151 . 

Let us denote by z0 the ·projection calculated at point .,t-
. h DO d . ( k k kl . w1t - 1ag x 1 .x2 •.. . ,xn . 1. e. 

,(19) 

and res pe et i vel y by z the projection c a lculated at point 

z-[r-BT(BBT)-1B]D ' c. · (20) 

Let us recall that B also depends on D (see formula (14)). 

Using the Taylor formula one may write z as 
o . 

z-z +z '.ć.D+ . . . . (21) 

where z ' is the first order derivative of the projection (19) 

with respect to D at D•DO and 

O 11 1. kk k 
.ć.D-D'-D -diag(x1 ,x2 , . .. • xn)-d1ag(x1 ,x2 •... ,xn). 

In formula (21) only the first order expansion is indicated. 

The natural question arises imnediately: is it worth cons'idering 

the higher • order terms in formula (21)? The answer is negative. 

since the total number of arithmetic operations necessary to 

calculate the second order approximations (21) is simi lar to the 

number of operations required to find the projection by directly 

app lying · the original formula ( 15) . For the higher order 
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approximations it is even larger. 

The second important question iS·: . how to calculate z ' in 

formu la ( 21)? 

projection z 

lt is easi ly seen that calculation of .the 

in (15) is equivalent to solving thEI fol lowing 

quadratic programming problem: 

1 - 2 
min~ llż-cll 

z 
(22a) 

subject to: 

Bz-0. (22b) 

The answer to the second question follows from the sensitivity 

analysis methodology applied to the QP problem (22). Let us start 

from the formulation of the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions for 

(22). In our case they are necessary and sufficient. 

- T 
y-c+B A=O,, 

By-O. 

(23a) 

(23b) 

Matrix B and vector c depend on the parameters placed in the 

main diagonal of matrix D . Let's recall that c-Dc , 

and 

D-diag(~. ~ • . ..• ~) -diag(~1 • u2 •... _. u0 ) 

o 

B "" 

where we denoted xk by u. 

The differentiation of · (23) with respect to t.he parameters u 

leads towards the following formulae 

IJy ile [ ~ ]T • T 8A 
iJu - Tu + 8u A + B Tu - O ' (24a) 
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8B y + B dy. O. ru .ru (24b) 

As a resul t , simple recalcu l atio ns show ;that ćl'J.../"1.1 may be found 

as the solut ion of the following m sets of linear equatioris · 

T 
- :~ y - ~ + B [ !~ ] 'J... + BB T :~ = O ( 25a) 

with the same matrix BBT . 

i', ,;cording ly 8y / itu may be obtained by the fol lowing formula 

8y 
bu (25b) 

If any f actorization of B is known then in order to f ind 

8>-./ cłu i one has t o solve (for each i-1 ,2 .. .. , n) one eąuation with 

an _upper triangular matrix and one equation with a lower 

tr i anguł ar matrix. The number of arithmetic operations 

(mult iplications and additions ) required for that i s of the order 

~ T 
0( m2). Ca l culation of the. i-th term [- =~ Y - B~ + B[ ~] X. ]i 

requ i res 0(m 2n) arithmetic operations for each i . Therefore the 

tota l number of computationa l operations necessary to find · a'J.../cłu 

i s O(m2n 2) . I n order to find by · ( 25b) one also needs 

arithmetic operations . This leads us toward the conclusion 

that the total number of arithmet i c operations necessary to solve 

equations ( 25 ) may be reducea to O (m2n 2) in the subsequent 

i t erati ons fo l lowi ng t h at with 0-0°. 

B[ !Bu]T . and Let us notice furthermore, that „ do not 

depend on u and may be calculated once at the po i n t u0 and 

stored , and that 
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(26) 

These observations suggest the way of ·further reduction . of 

computational cost. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper we br i ef ly presented a new approach to 

calculating Karmarkar' s proj ect i ons cheaply . Our main idea stems 

fro~ the sensitivi t y analysis results being applied to the 

quadratic programming problem, the solution of which is identical 

with the desired projection. In our approach to finding an 

appr,oximate solution on l y the knowledge of a factorization of B 

from some past -iteration is reąuired. This seems to be 

advantageous compared with the ,direct way of solving the 

projection ' problem with high accuracy at each · iteration. The 

eventual nwnerical real izatio·n wi 11 reąuire of course an answer to 

many addi t ioha l . quest ions. 
/ / 

worth investigating it. 

We hope however , . that. i t is 

Let us· stress furthermore that it is very easy to propose a 

parał le-1 variant of the method for solving equations (25) . lt may 

be that on a paral~el computer with many parallel processors even 

an approximation by the · second order Taylor expansion formula 

· could be realized i n reasonable computational time. · We rejected 

this possibility i n our considerationa as too expensive f rom the 
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computational point of view . 
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